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ABSTRACT

We introduce a multi-branch model-based architecture for image reconstruction in lensless imaging. The structure
consists of two learning branches, namely a physical model-based network, and a data-driven network. It uses
intermediate outputs from the former as a prior for guiding the learning of the reconstruction neural network,
which mimics the mapping between the reconstructed high-resolution images and raw images. We demonstrate
that the proposed architecture offers a flexible combination of model-based methods and deep networks with
superior reconstruction performance than methods using only an unrolled optimization network or pure deep
neural networks for image reconstruction.

Keywords: Inverse problems, image reconstruction, computational imaging, lensless imaging, unrolling, deep
learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning, as one of the most popular machine learning techniques, has been demonstrated to make signifi-
cant breakthroughs in a wide range of applications including imaging problems.1–3 In recent years, an increasing
number of work customizes generic network architecture to various specific inverse imaging problems4,5 and has
exhibited impressive results, such as deconvolution,6 super-resolution,7,8denoising,9,10phase aberration compen-
sation,11,12 ghost imaging13 and reconstruction.14,15 Different from model-based image recovery approaches,
which usually make use of the forward model to form an optimization problem and enforce the data consis-
tency between real scenes and their measurements captured by the imaging system, these generic learning-based
methods train a deep framework to mimic the inversion of the imaging process and learn the mapping from
measurements to true data.16–18 Despite the promising performance demonstrated by deep neural networks,
these data-driven methods often find it challenging in detail restoration due to the lack of prior knowledge in
the forward imaging model and thus result in unwanted artifacts. To compensate for the loss of data fidelity, we
work on incorporating model-based prior to deep neural networks and focus on image reconstruction in lensless
imaging in this work.

Unlike traditional lensed cameras, lensless imagers don’t directly record a real-world scene on the sensor but
mapping to specific patterns and restore the image using numerical reconstruction methods.19 Such imaging
modality has been achieved increasing attention because of its smaller size, lighter weight, and capability of
obtaining depth information from the scene.20 The classical physics-based image reconstruction methods used
for lensless cameras are usually iterative optimization approaches, which are much slower and easily affected
by artifacts in model mismatch, compared with data-driven methods.21 Besides various ways of incorporating
both methods,22–24 unrolled optimization methods have been proposed recently. By unrolling the iteration
process, optimization steps are interpreted as layers in the network and the parameters of optimization algorithms
are learned towards training.25 In recent work,26 Monakhova et al. unrolled alternating direction method of
multipliers27 (ADMM) for lensless imaging and demonstrated to produce similar results as converged ADMM
with much less reconstruction time when using DiffuserCam28 as test case.
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Figure 1: Architecture of proposed model-based reconstruction network in lensless imaging.

To move forward in making better use of both model-based and data-driven approaches, in the proposed
architecture, the model-based method ADMM is embedded in parallel to guide the network during learning.
The unrolled ADMM updates will be added to the intermediate outputs of U-Net29 layers and go through a
bottleneck convolutional layer to infuse image formation knowledge into the learning. The experiment results
present superior reconstruction performance than both applying unrolled ADMM networks and directly using
U-net for image reconstruction.

2. METHOD

The reconstruction problem in lensless imaging can be formulated as a regularized inverse problem with the
generalized form:30

ŝ = arg min
s

{
1

2
‖Hs− b‖22 + λR(Ψs)

}
, (1)

where b is the lensless measurement from the scene intensity s, H represents the forward model of the imag-
ing system, and λR(Ψs) is a regularization term with sparsifying transform Ψ and tuning parameter λ. By
introducing auxiliary variables, the above unconstrained optimization problem can be reformulated as a con-
strained one and such problem can be solved iteratively by variable splitting algorithm ADMM. Leveraging
the augmented Lagrangian function, variables can be split into sub-groups and the optimization problem can
then be separated into corresponding simplified sub-problems to iteratively update the variables in parallel.31,32

Specifically, in each iteration, the sub-problems include minimization of s and auxiliary variables, as well as
updating dual variables. To unroll the iterative ADMM algorithm, a fixed number of iteration L is set to form a
L-layer network. The ADMM update equations in each iteration are interpreted as functions in each layer of the
network. The determined parameters in the ADMM algorithm are transferred into learnable parameters of the
unrolled network, which will be optimized through minimizing the loss function during training. In the case of
DiffuserCam,28 the forward model can be described as a cropped convolution Φ with the measured point spread
function33 (PSF) of the imaging system M and the regularization term is set to be R(Ψx) = ‖Ψx‖. Based on
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Table 1: Numerical performance on different methods. The average PSNR, SSIM calculated from the testing
dataset are summarized.

Converged ADMM28 Le-ADMM34 Le-ADMM-U34 U-Net29 Proposed
PSNR 13.62 13.73 21.86 19.22 26.31
SSIM 0.3688 0.5925 0.8377 0.7558 0.8757

variable splitting strategy, the constrained optimization problem can be written as28

min
x,y,z

1

2
‖Φx− b‖22 + λ‖z‖1, (2)

s.t. x = Ms, z = Ψs, y = s, (3)

where x, y, z are introduced auxiliary variables for ADMM. The augmented Lagrangian function is then defined
as

Lρ1,ρ2,ρ3(s, x, y, z, u1, u2, u3) =
1

2
‖Φx− b‖22 + λ‖z‖1 + uT1 (Ms− x) + uT2 (Ψs− z) + uT3 (s− y) (4)

+
ρ1
2
‖Ms− x‖22 +

ρ2
2
‖Ψs− z‖22 +

ρ3
2
‖s− y‖22, (5)

where u1, u2, u3 denote the dual variables and ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 are positive penalty parameters of augmented Lagrangian
function. Therefore, these variables can be then computed towards separate equations and optimized in parallel.
Accordingly, the equations for updating these variables in each iteration can be termed as functions in a single
layer of unrolled ADMM network with ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 and λ as learnable parameters to be trained.

The framework of our proposed reconstruction network is illustrated in Fig. 1, which consists of a standard
U-Net for feature extraction and a branch of unrolled ADMM blocks to compensate the loss of data fidelity as well
as boosting the learning procedure. The convolutional block, denoted as ”CNN Block (N)” is composed of two
3×3×N convolutional layers, each followed by a batch normalization (BN) layer and a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation function. The U-Net used in the architecture is of standard form with five CNN blocks followed by
a max-pooling operation for the encoder and five CNN blocks followed by an up-scaling convolutional operation
for the decoder part. As for the unrolled ADMM branch, a total of five ADMM blocks are utilized, representing
five iterations of ADMM and each block consists of sub-layers corresponding sub-problems in each ADMM
iteration step to update s, auxiliary variables x, z, w and dual multipliers u1, u2, u3. The intermediate output
of the reconstruction layer in the ADMM block will then go through a shape matching layer implemented by
convolutional operations to ensure the dimensions to be the same before adding to the output of the corresponding
CNN block. In this way, the ADMM blocks not only provide model-based priors but also help guide the learning
process of the network.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of proposed model-based reconstruction network, both classic optimization method
(converged ADMM28) which is achieved after 100 iterations, unrolled network Learned-ADMM (Le-ADMM)
and its derived network Le-ADMM-U, namely Le-ADMM followed by a learned U-Net denoiser,34 and generic
learninng-based network U-Net29 are selected for comparison. The experiment is performed on the open-access
dataset collected using a real experimental lensless imaging system provided by Monakhova et al.,34 which
contains 25, 000 lensless images as raw inputs and the same number of correspondingly aligned lensed images as
ground truth images. It has been divided into a testing set of 1, 000 images and a training set containing the
rest of the data. The proposed method is trained using mean-squared error (MSE) as the loss function. Note
that testing results of the methods selected for comparison are obtained using the pre-trained models from the
original papers, and no re-training has been performed here.

Table. 1 summarizes the reconstruction performance assessed by objective metrics, the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR),structural similarity index (SSIM).35 The proposed network achieves a significant improvement
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Figure 2: Reconstruction results, raw input measurements and Ground Truth images.

in all numerical results, which shows the highest PSNR and SSIM values compared to other reconstruction ap-
proaches. In Fig. 2, the reconstructed images using different methods as well as raw inputs and ground truth
images are presented for visual comparison. Consistent with the numerical results, the images reconstructed
by our proposed model exhibit the best visual quality than both the traditional optimization method, unrolled
networks and also generic data-driven network in all sample reconstructions. Specifically speaking, both con-
verged ADMM and Le-ADMM are able to correctly restore scenes from the raw lensless measurements but the
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reconstructions are corrupted with considerable noise and artifacts. By adding a learned denoiser to the unrolled
network, Le-ADMM-U successfully suppresses the noise and can reconstruct much clearer images with sharper
edges. However, compared with our model, Le-ADMM-U fails at capturing some details such as missing the
patterns on the tire of the car in Fig. 2 (20) and finds it difficult to reconstruct objects towards the edge of
the images (Fig. 2 (19)). Moreover, the proposed method performs the most precise color restoration, which
reconstructs images with the most similar colors to the ground truth images than all other algorithms. As for
U-Net, it reconstructs images with good quality but is unable to reconstruct correct colors. Overall, the proposed
model-based network outperforms other methods both in preserving details and restoring the correct color of the
original images.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel model-based image reconstruction architecture embedding physics priors to
guide the learning of deep neural network for lensless imaging. The superior performance in both objective
assessments and the visual inspection demonstrates that the physics prior conveyed in the unrolled ADMM
branch greatly helps the network in learning the mapping between raw measurements and clear images, and
therefore significantly improves the reconstructed image quality.
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